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ABSTRACT

S
Smartphones are
a becoming larger,
l
mainly
y because bigg
ger
sscreens offer a better experieence for viewiing content. On
ne
ddrawback of laarger screens is
i that they make
m
single-han
nd
innteractions diffficult because of hard to reaach touch targeets
aand of the need to re-grip th
he device, both
h factors significcantly reducing
g their usabilitty. Flexible sm
martphones offfer
aan opportunity for addressing
g this issue. We
W first set out to
ddetermine the use
u of commo
on single-hand
d mobile interaactiions through an online surrvey. Then, we
w designed an
nd
eevaluated one--handed deform
mable gestures that offer th
he
ppotential for ad
ddressing the finger
f
reach lim
mitation on larg
ge
ssmartphones. We
W identified that
t
the top rig
ght up bend an
nd
thhe center squeeeze up gesturees are the fasteest and preferred
ggestures. We found
f
no hand
d preference, which indicattes
thhat the gesturees could be imp
plemented to fit
f the needs off a
w
wider range off the populatio
on, instead off favoring righ
hthhanded users. Finally,
F
we discuss the impacct on deformab
ble
ggestures on onee-handed interaactions issues.
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INTRODUCTIO
ON

L
Large screen sm
martphones aree becoming inccreasingly pop
pulaar in the mo
obile phone arena,
a
mainly because larg
ger
sscreens offer a better experieence for viewiing content. On
ne
ddrawback of laarger screens is
i that they make
m
single-han
nd
toouch interactio
ons more difficult as they siignificantly lim
mit
thhe reach of th
he interacting finger(s) [4,9
9,12,29]. Singllehhand interaction
ns are perform
med using one hand
h
which bo
oth
hholds and interracts with the device,
d
as opp
posed to gesturres
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Figurre 1. When used
d with one hand
d, current phon
nes have a
lim
mited functionaal interaction zoone (in green, on
n left).
Wee explore bendin
ng the device too augment one-h
handed,
open
n-air interaction
ns (right).

perform
med while the device is on a table. Figure 1 illustrates
a typiccal case for onee-handed touchh interactions.
Severaal usability issuues occur withh one-handed toouch interactionss, the main onnes being the presence of uunreachable
touch ttargets, thumb screen occlusion, and consttant change
of gripp, which somettimes lead to thhe need to use two hands,
or to ddrop the phonee [3]. While reesearchers havee proposed
new innteraction to m
maximize thum
mb input [9,122,19,29], or
the us e of alternatee sensors for input [18,21,222,27], the
problem
m of one-handded interactionss remains.
Deform
mable devices ooffer an opporrtunity to addreess some of
these issues. Flexibble displays ppromotes mobbility [26],
which leverages the ccomfortable usse of smartphoones in mobile ennvironment. T
The deformability of flexiblle displays
offers novel interactiion techniquess, such as bendding a corner up or down whicch has been shhown to be a feeasible and
effectivve input method for flexxible handhelld devices
[10,13,,16,20,24,25]. They can bee particularly suited for
continuuous bipolar, aas well as quickk response actiions [1].
In this paper, we expplore the potenntial of deformaable devices too address onne-handed innteraction isssues with
smartpphones. We first set out to deetermine the uuse of common siingle-hand mobbile interactionns through an online survey. Thhen, we designned and evaluaated one-handeed deformable geestures that off
ffer the potential for addressiing the finger reaach limitation on large smarttphones. We identify the
fastest and preferredd gestures to ppropose the beest gestures
for singgle or repeatedd rapid actions,, and discuss thheir impact
on typiical one-handeed interactions problems.

RELATED WORK

To study one-handed deformable gestures for flexible
smartphones, we explored two groups of prior research:
deformable interactions on flexible devices, and onehanded interactions on rigid smartphones.
Deformable Interactions on Flexible Devices

Early works [2,20] explored the conceptual idea of bendable interactions and successfully proved these interactions
to be viable. In most recent years, deformable interaction
research has broadened across various areas, such as interaction techniques [7,16,23], applications [10,13,15,28] and
the physical characteristics of flexible devices [6,11,14].
PaperPhone [13] was the first prototype to use an actual
flexible electrophoretic E Ink display. Lahey et al. studied
the use of bend gestures with common smartphone interactions such as navigating a contact list or browsing through a
music player. The participants held the flexible prototype
with their left hand, and used their right to interact with the
right half of the prototype. The authors found that users
preferred bend gestures that were conceptually simple and
less physically demanding.
Kildal et al. [10] presented the first fully flexible prototype
with the Kinetic device. They implemented two main interactions, bending and twisting the whole device, both performed by holding the landscape device with both hands.
They propose a set of initial design guidelines, including
that bend and twist deformations are more easily performed
using two hands, especially for larger devices.
We found two prior works that proposed interactions that
can be performed with a single hand. Gallant et al. [7] presented interaction techniques for foldable user interfaces.
Among the techniques, two can be performed using only
one hand: the scoop technique, which consists of holding
the device on the bottom side and creating a crease with the
thumb, and the squeeze technique, done by holding both
sides of the device with one hand, and creating a concave or
convex shape. Unfortunately, they do not propose any evaluation of those techniques. FlexView [5] examined z-axis
navigation on a touch-enabled flexible mobile device. Their
interaction language consisted of leafing and squeezing the
device as well as using touch, the latter being performed
using a single hand. The results showed squeezing to be
faster than touch input in the pan-and-zoom task.
More recently, Ahmaniemi et al. [1] tried to answer the
question “What is a device bend gesture really good for?”.
They evaluated gestures and use-case pairing for a landscape flexible device similar to the Kinetic. Their initial
study identified the actions of zooming and list browsing to
be best performed with device-deformation gestures, as
opposed to map navigation, web browsing and horizontal
sliders. They found that bend gestures are optimal for continuous bipolar parameters and when quick reactions are
required, such as calendar alarms, calls, switching the device on/off, or switching applications on/off.

These prior works introduced deformable one- and twohanded gesture patterns, and evaluated them for a variety of
tasks. However, little work exists in examining the details
of one-handed usage of flexible handheld devices.
One-Handed Interactions on Rigid Devices

Due to the increase in device size of current smartphones,
touch input often requires bimanual operation, one hand to
hold the device and the other to perform gestures [13].
However, in many mobile environments, one-handed input
is desired but often difficult to achieve given the ergonomics of unimanual operations [3,4,9,12,29]. Because of the
limited reach of the thumb when the device is held with one
hand, common problems with one-handed touch input on
smartphones include unreachable targets and screen occlusion caused by the thumb, resulting in limited input capabilities with one hand without re-gripping. In response, researchers have proposed various strategies to address these
problems such as maximizing thumb input, using pressure
as an input or other sensors for interaction.
While there are a number of ways to hold a mobile device
with one hand, the most practical one that limits usability
issues is to place it in the palm of the hand with fingers on
the sides, as illustrated in Figure 1 on the left [3]. To extend
thumb interaction while using this grip, researchers have
looked at how to maximize the use of the thumb input. Yu
et al. [29] propose BezelSpace and CornerSpace, a tailored
user interface for thumb interaction designed to access difficult targets. In the first design, the user swipes from the
bezel without lifting the thumb and activates an extended
cursor. The user then can manipulate the cursor to unreachable targets from within the thumb’s reachable area. The
second design involves swiping from the bezel and lifting
the thumb. Once lifted, a four-way navigation button appears at that location, which allows users to select the four
corners. Boring et al. [4] present Fat Thumb, which uses the
thumb’s contact size as a form of simulated pressure and
integrate it as a means to pan and zoom. This interaction
replaces the pinch gesture, which is difficult to execute with
one hand.
Aside from touch input, the use of pressure sensors is also
commonly found in prior works. GraspZoom [18] placed a
force sensitive resistor on the back of the device to detect
the pressure applied by touch input on the front. They apply
this scheme to zooming and scrolling. Spelmezan et al. [22]
placed pressure sensors on both sides of their SidePress
prototype and offered it as an alternative input method to
scrollbars, drag-and-flick or pinch-to-zoom. Their results
suggest that users can precisely and efficiently control
SidePress, and it is more efficient than the drag-and-flick
gesture when scrolling large documents. Brewster et al. [27]
conducted initial exploration in using the pressure inputs
with the fingers on the sides of a device.
In addition to these methods, other interesting strategies
include using different sensors and altering the physical
movement of the device for interaction. Spelmezan et al.

[21] designed a power-up button on the smartphone. It is a
physical button placed on the upper left side of the device
and can detect pressure as well as proximity. This enables
gesture interaction with one thumb without interacting with
the touch display. In parallel, Holman et al. [8] also proposed measuring the pressure on the side of the phone to
detect finger position.
These prior works suggest a clear call to order to investigate
strategies to enable one-handed interactions in handheld
devices. In this paper, we extend beyond current rigid devices and explore the possibilities of flexible devices using
deformable interactions.
SURVEY ON ONE-HANDED USAGE PATTERNS

We conducted an online survey to investigate one-handed
usage patterns on smartphones. Our goal was to identify
user’s preferred handedness for one-handed tasks in
smartphones, where they find themselves most often having
to perform one-handed tasks (e.g. walking, sitting), and
which tasks are typically performed with a single hand.
With this survey, we aimed to make an informed decision
about our users for the experiment to follow.
Our survey was administered online during a 2 week period. We used social media to find participants. We drew two
$10 gift cards among the participants.
Participants

158 participants (65 females) completed our questionnaire,
with an average age of 26 years fold (18-61 range). Most
participants reported being right handed (87.34%), while
the rest was split between left handed (6.96%) or ambidextrous (5.70%).
The top 10 phone models possessed by participants were
the Samsung Galaxy S2 and S3, the iPhones 4, 4S, 5 and
5S, the Google Nexus 4 and 5, the HTC One and the Blackberry Bold. The two most popular models are the iPhone 4S
(12.67%) and the Galaxy S3 (11.39%).
Types of One-handed Interactions

The majority of participants (72.15%) preferred to use their
right hand when performing one-handed tasks on their
phones. The rest were divided between using their left hand
(8.86%), using either hand with no preference (8.23%), or
using both hands equally (10.76%). When reclassified using
handedness, these values hold true: 70.89% of participants
preferred using their dominant hand for one-handed interactions, with 10.13% using their non-dominant hand.
Many participants explained that they adapted their device
usage to the phone’s UI. One participant found that “most
UI for applications cater to the thumb being on the right
side of the screen”. Another participant (left handed, but
uses their right hand for one-handed tasks) claims that
“software is designed for right handed people”. Participants
also mentioned the placement of icons and buttons on a
device, which guide a user to operate their phone with a
certain hand (typically the right). Finally, a right handed

participant mentioned choosing to use his left hand to operate their phone to leave their dominant hand free for other
things if need be.
Locations of One-handed Interactions

Our survey results also show that the participants use their
smartphones with one hand in a variety of scenarios:
48.10% of participants use them while walking, 43.04%
while standing, 32.38% while sitting, 24.68% while resting
the smartphone on a surface (both arms on a table), and
31.65% without any preference.
Of the 105 participants that provided an explanation for
where they use one handed interactions, 8.57% claim to
primarily use their phones with one hand and will only use
two when necessary. For users who prefer to only use one
hand, some claimed that “two hands has too much screen
occlusion”, it is “not comfortable”, and that “the actions
required to operate the phone usually requires only one
hand.” Other users resort to using their phones with one
hand when they are multitasking and using the other for
something else, with one user specifying that they “only use
two hands if [they] need stability or for certain gestures
such as pinching” or “to type”. 11.43% of participants will
use one hand as a precautionary measure. Interestingly, two
third of these users will not use their devices with one hand
as they fear dropping their phones, while the other third will
use their devices with one hand for their own safety – in
case they trip, for example. One participant who uses her
phone with one hand while walking says she “can concentrate on maintaining [her] balance with the other hand
whilst walking”, another said if she “falls, trips or slides on
ice, [she] wants to be able to break [her] fall”.
On the contrary, 7.62% of users explicitly expressed primarily using two hands when operating their phones and
will only use one when necessary, such as for “notification
checking”. Some participants said they use two hands because of the large size of their devices. One user claimed
they “rarely use [their] phone in one hand since it’s usually
too large to perform tasks and [they] need both hands; one
to hold [their] phone and the other to perform a task”.
Tasks for One-handed Interactions

Finally, we inquired about common high level one-handed
tasks in smartphones. The tasks most commonly performed
with one hand are those which involve a single tap or a
short swipe on the screen: the most popular tasks are unlocking the phone (81.65%), selecting an app (77.85%),
scrolling through websites (75.95%), and viewing pictures
(73.42%). Other common tasks include using the dial pad
(60.76%) and finding a contact name (62.03%).
There is a drop in the proportion of users who perform tasks
one handed when the task requires a variety of rapid gestures, or gestures requiring more than one finger. Participants do not report often texting with one hand (34.18%),
likely attributed to the lack of speed. Zooming on a map is
not popular with one hand (17.09%), since two fingers are

Figu
ure 3: Our flexiible circuit conttains four bi-dirrectional
sensors (left), aand the experim
mental setup (rigght).

formedd with the righht hand. Howeever, a quarter of participants uused their leftt hand exclusiively or interchangeably.
This inndicates that a non-negligiblee proportion off the population ccould still beneefit from left-hhanded bend geestures.

F
Figure 2. One-h
handed deforma
able gestures lo
ocations, with th
he
right hand, performed
d up: A) top leftt corner,
ht corner, C) low
wer bottom, and D) center.
B) top righ

rrequired to perform a pinchin
ng gesture, wh
hich is physicallly
aawkward to do
o using one hand
h
while hollding the device
w
with that hand. Finally, the task
t
of pannin
ng a map is on
nly
pperformed with
h one hand by
y 31.01% of users.
u
While th
his
m
might be surprrising given itss similarity to the gesture peerfformed when scrolling through websites, its low use is
pprobably due to
t the combin
nation of map tasks, pan an
nd
zzoom, for whicch the latter req
quires two fingers.
L
Limitations

T
The social netw
works of researchers who disseminated
d
th
he
ssurvey invitatio
on include con
ntacts living ou
utside of Canad
da,
aand we assum
me that a prop
portion of tho
ose participateed.
H
However, with
hout geographical data from participants, we
w
ddo not know the exact compo
osition of the paarticipants.
W
We also acknow
wledge that self-reported com
mmon tasks maay
nnot be an accurrate reflection of
o actual tasks. Many commo
on
ooperations are sub-tasks, an
nd users may not conscioussly
nnotice them, which
w
could afffect their reporting. Still, we
w
bbelieve this hass minimal impaact, since our high
h
level survey
pproduced usefu
ul information that will influeence our gestu
ure
aand experimentt designs.
S
Summary of Results
R

T
This survey prrovides us witth background
d information on
o
oone-handed gesstures, which we
w will use to guide the desig
gn
oof our one-hand
ded bend gestu
ure experiment..
T
The large majo
ority of users use
u their right hand
h
to hold an
nd
innteract with th
heir rigid smarrtphone with a single hand, ini
ddicating that our
o bend gestu
ures must be able to be peer-

One-haanded usage off smartphones is more comm
mon in mobile sccenarios (i.e., walking, stannding) than inn relatively
more stationary situuations. The oone-handed geestures are
typicallly single, uniique touch eveents, or identiical events
that aree repeated quickly. This infoormation will hhelp us design annd conduct ourr experiment.
ONE-H
HANDED DEFO
ORMABLE GE
ESTURES

Prior tto the experim
ment, we gatherred a small grroup of expert H CI researcherss to generate a set of possible gestures
given a flexible moockup prototyppe using one hand. Our
mockuup prototype w
was made of sillicone, and appproximated
the sizee of current larrge smartphonees. From all thhe collected
gesturees, we selectedd a subset to evaluate by cconsidering
ergonoomic constrainns, hand sizess and dexteritty. For instance,, gestures that were only posssible for userss with very
large hhands were diiscarded. We aalso selected ssingle gestures, ii.e. bending onne part of the display at oncce, as complex, oor multi gesturees required tooo much dexteritty for most
users.
The seelected gesturees are performeed in four locaations (topleft corrner, top-right corner, centraal bend along tthe vertical
axis, an
and lower bottoom bend alongg the vertical aaxis) and in
both ddirections (up aand down, whiich can be refferred to as
concavve and convex, respectively)) for a total off eight gesFigure 2). To keep a consisttent mental moodel across
tures (F
locatioon, the directioon is based on the movemennt exhibited
by the sides of the device. This cclassification bby location
most popular beend characand dirrection is basedd on the two m
teristiccs in prior workk [13,24].
ONE-H
HANDED DEFO
ORMABLE PR
ROTOTYPE

We fabbricated a flexxible prototype using the dim
mensions of
a repreesentative poppular phone, thhe Samsung G
Galaxy S3.
Our prrototype measuured 4 mm x 70 mm x 1366 mm. We
construucted the protootype out of siilicone, and auugmented it
with foour Flexpoint 1” bidirectionaal bend sensorrs to detect
the eigght gestures (Fiigure 3). We coonnected the prototype to

aan Arduino miicrocontroller, and developed
d an applicatio
on
thhat recognizess our 8 pre-defi
fined deformab
ble gestures fro
om
thhe sensor’s raaw data and prrovides users with
w instructions
aand visual feed
dback about theeir interactions. We used a Pico
pprojector to creeate an interactiive display on the prototype.
W
We followed a similar proceess as the one outlined by Lo
L
aand Girouard [17].
[
Prior the experiments, we tested mocck
pprototypes mad
de out of different material hardness
h
and ses
lected a flexibility that was most suitable for one-handed
ddeformation. Th
he resulting prrototype is 60A
A shore hardnesss.
A two-part mo
old was machin
ned to cast the silicone molld.
T
The flexible circuit was placed in the midd
dle of the molds
aand silicone waas cast on both
h sides. This process
p
created
da
uuniform, comfo
ortable prototyp
pe.
E
EXPERIMENT FOR ONE-HA
ANDED BEND GESTURES
G

W
We designed a study to investigate the perfo
ormance of thee 8
oone-handed deeformable gesstures. Specifiically, we weere
innterested in leearning about how gesturess are performed
w
with each hand
d, which gestu
ures are fasterr, and which are
a
m
more comfortab
ble, and finally
y whether the gestures are apa
ppropriate in vaarying scenario
os. We evaluatted the effect of
hhandedness on the gestures, as
a both hands are
a used for on
nehhanded mobile use by a signiificant proporttion of the pop
pulaation, as shown
n in the survey
y.
W
We chose to mimic
m
mobile sccenarios preferrred by users for
f
oone-handed intteractions. Partticipants were in sitting cond
ditiion to minimizze overall fatig
gue, but they were
w
required to
hhold the flexiblle smartphone prototype in th
he air while peerfforming the geestures, withou
ut their arms or elbows restin
ng
oon the table.
T
Task

W
We developed two tasks forr participants: the single eveent
taask, and the repeated
r
eventt task. Figure 4 illustrates th
he
vvisual feedback
k provided for each event.
T
The single eveent is designed
d to determinee which gesturres
aare the quickest to perform. These
T
gestures would be usefful
ffor short interaactions, such as notification dismissal, seleectiion, answering
g a phone call. To accomplissh a single eveent
taask, participan
nts performed th
he correct bend
d gesture once.
T
The repeated event
e
illustratees scenarios wh
here one handed
ggestures are reepeated a num
mber of times, such as when
bbrowsing photo
os, navigating a music librarry, or scrolling
ga
w
webpage. In th
he repeated event task, participants were rer
qquired to perfo
orm the correctt bend gesturee repeatedly nin
ne
tiimes. Participaants received a visual feedbaack for each su
ucccessful repetitio
on.
S
Study Design

T
To evaluate th
he gestures, we
w designed 2x
x2x4x2 factoriial
rrepeated measu
ures within-sub
bject design, with
w the factorrs:
hhand (left, righ
ht), task (singlle event, repeaated event), geestuure location (top-left corn
ner, top-right corner, centrral
ssqueeze, and bottom
b
squeezze) and gesturre direction (u
up,
ddown). We con
nducted three trials
t
for each condition in th
he

Figu
ure 4. Visual feeedback for singlle event task (A
A), and rep
peated event task (B)

single event. We coounterbalancedd by hand andd task, and
mized by gestuure.
random
We meeasured the duuration of eachh gesture and tthe number
of erroors. The duratiion of a gestuure is measuredd from the
time thhe gesture nam
me appears on tthe screen to thhe time the
gesturee is correctly pperformed andd recognized bby the system, w
which may incclude time to cchange grip. P
Participants
rated th
their level of ppreference (“I llike performinng this gesture”) and comfort (““I find this gesture comfortaable to perform”)) on a 5-point Likert scale, w
where 1 is stroongly disagree annd 5 is stronglyy agree.
The exxperiment startted with a trainning period, whhere participants could practicee every gesturee. They receiveed a simple
feedbaack that indicaated which gessture was activvated: e.g.,
the topp left corner turrned blue whenn the top left ggesture was
perform
med up, and itt turned orangee when it was performed
down. Participants ttold the experiimenter when they were
comforrtable with the gestures and w
were ready to pproceed.
Particiipants

18 parrticipants (10 m
males) compleeted our study (mean age
of 28.88 years old). Two had prevviously particiipated in a
flexibl e display studdy. 15 particippants were rigght handed,
and ann equal numbeer (though a ddifferent subset) reported
using ttheir right hannd when handdling their mobbile device
one-haanded. This foollowed the saame proportionn of users
found in the survey. Participants w
were given a $110 gift card
mpensation.
as com
Resultts
Single Event

We agggregated the reesults of the thhree trials and w
we ran a 3way w
within-subject rrepeated meassured ANOVA
A using the
factorss hand, gesturee location, andd gesture direction on the
duratioon and error.
We foound a significcant effect of gesture locatioon (F3,51 =
9.33, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.35) and ggesture directioon (F1,17 =
18.39, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.52) on durration. Pair-wisse post-hoc
compaarisons found tthe central squueeze to be siignificantly
faster tthan all other ggesture locatioons (center: M = 4425.58
ms; topp right: M = 55600.03 ms; toop left: M = 58857.37 ms;
bottom
m: M = 6325.551 ms). Gesturres up were siignificantly
faster ((M = 4958.02 ms) than gestuures down (M = 6146.02
ms). A
All pair-wise ccomparisons performed are Bonferroni
correctted (p < 0.05).
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Figure 5. Duration (in ms) for the 4 locations by hand, for the
single event task. Error bars show standard error.

We also observe a significant interaction of hand and gesture location on duration (F3,51 = 3.30, p = 0.046, η2 = 0.16),
as illustrated in Figure 5. Pair-wise post-hoc comparisons
identified that in the left hand, the central squeeze location
is significantly different from the bottom squeeze location
as well as from the top right location. In the right hand, the
central squeeze location is significantly different from the
bottom squeeze and the top left location.
The interaction of location and direction on duration is also
significant (F3,51=5.06, p = 0.006, η2 = 0.23). Figure 6 displays the duration this interaction. Pair-wise post-hoc comparisons found that the bottom location and the top right
location are significantly different between directions.
Finally, we found 3-way significant interaction of hand,
location and direction on number of errors (F3,51=4.40, p =
0.010, η2 = 0.04). The top-right down gesture with the left
hand obtained the highest number of error (M = 0.99, SD =
0.30), followed by the top-left down gesture with the right
hand (M = 0.70, SD = 0.21). This is the only significant
factor or interaction with the number of errors.
For every error that occurred, the system recorded the gesTable 1. Average number of errors by location and direction. Cell shading indicates importance.

Top Right
Corner

Figure 6. Duration (in ms) for the 4 location, by direction,
for the single event task. Error bars show standard error.

ture that was wrongfully produced. Table 1 displays the
number of each type of wrong gesture produced for every
gesture asked. The table does not differentiate between the
type of error, mainly between participants who made a mistake and choose to produce the wrong gesture (participant
error), and between situations where the wrong sensor is
activated because the gesture was not performed correctly
(prototype error). However, given that our sensors only
produce a single value, which we use to determine their
direction, any error in direction only must be participant
error. An example of this situation occurs, if the gesture
asked is a top left corner down and the recorded gesture is a
top left gesture up (12 errors total of this nature in Table 1).
Repeated Event

In analysing the gestures from the repeated event, we noticed that the first repetition of this event followed closely
the values of the gestures in the single event, but that repetitions 2 to 9 did not: the single event gestures averaged
6285.47 ms on the first trial, and the repeated event gestures
averaged 6696.51 ms on the first repetition, while the other
8 reps averaged 1789.49 ms. This result is reasonable, since
the first repetition is essentially the same task as the single
event task. Given this pattern, we chose to only analyse
repetitions 2 to 9.
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We aggregated the results of the 8 repetitions, and ran a 3way within-subject repeated measured ANOVA using the
factors hand, gesture location, and gesture direction on the
duration and number of errors. We found no significant
factor or interaction in this analysis, indicating that the variables hand, gesture location nor gesture direction contributed to the variability in the duration or the number of errors.
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We performed Friedman tests on the questionnaire data
with the factors task, hand, gesture location and gesture
direction. For the preference question, we found significance for the factors event (χ2 = 14.67, p < 0.001), location
(χ2 = 62.53, p < 0.001), and direction (χ2 = 158.06, p <
0.001). The repeated event yielded stronger agreement (M =
3.29, SD = 1.25) than the single event (M = 3.15, SD =
1.33). The bottom location had the lowest preference (M =
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Figure 7. Distribution of Likert scale responses for the question on physical comfort “I find this gesture comfortable to
perform”, ordered by the level of agreement.

2.70, SD = 1.33), followed by the top left (M = 3.24, SD =
1.21), the central (M = 3.37, SD = 1.31) and the top right
location (M = 3.57, SD = 1.18). Finally, the up direction
obtained stronger agreement (M = 3.83, SD = 1.10) than the
down direction (M = 2.60, SD = 1.19).
The results are almost identical for the physical comfort
question, with the factors location (χ2 = 65.63, p < 0.001)
and direction (χ2 = 172.27, p < 0.001) being significant. The
bottom location is least comfortable (M = 2.76, SD = 1.26),
followed by the top left (M = 3.27, SD = 1.14), the center
(M = 3.34, SD = 1.27) and the top right location (M = 3.69,
SD = 1.13). The up direction is also more comfortable (M =
3.92, SD = 1.02) than the down direction (M = 2.61, SD =
1.10). Figure 7 shows the distribution of the responses for
the physical comfort question, which is representative of
the data of both questions.
Observations

Throughout the experiment, we observed the interactions
the participants had with the prototype and the gestures.
Figure 8 illustrates some of the grips and gestures that participants performed.
While users had no trouble differentiating the corner gestures from each other (though some confused left and right
on occasion) and from the center and bottom squeezes, participants seemed to have trouble separating the center and
bottom squeezes from each other, occasionally persisting in
spite of feedback indicating an error. In addition, these interactions sometimes resulted in a false activation of another (wrong) sensor. For instance, very large bottom bends
sometimes resulted in activations of the center sensor.
The directionality of the gestures (up/down) can be problematic for device-spanning interactions (center and bottom
gestures), depending on whether the participant perceived

Figure 8. Examples of the gestures performed by our participants.

the up gesture as moving the center or the sides of the prototype towards them. Some users understood pushing the
sides of the device upwards to constitute up (creating a concave shape), and moving the sides in the opposite direction
to mean down (convex shape), while others used the center
of the device as their reference point, effectively reversing
the interaction in their mental model. Feedback from the
device allowed users to correct erroneous gestures, but they
re-occurred frequently. Participants seemed evenly split on
whether they found our assignment to align with their understanding of the device. Our directionality labelling was
based on prior work [1,13], but we do acknowledge that it
may be somewhat arbitrary.
The degree of fine motor control possible when interacting
with the device with one hand also influenced the variety of
possible interactions. Many participants had difficulty activating the corner opposite their thumb (e.g. the right corner
while holding with the left hand) and were forced to change
their grip to interact with this corner, only to return to their
original grip afterwards.
Users exhibited a variety of grips when trying to interact
with certain gestures: some occluded the screen significantly (e.g. the top left down gesture in Figure 8), some resulting in an unstable hold during the change of grip; some
users dropped the device or some activated different sensors. Many users voiced displeasure and frustration with
having to change grip, and voiced a preference for maintaining the same grip for all interactions. We observed that
many users adapted to re-gripping by bracing the prototype
against the desk to stabilize the prototype during regripping - an option that would not always be available in
practical applications.
Hand size influenced how the device was gripped, and the
ability to reach corners (very small hands) or to control how
they bent corners (very large hands). Users with large hands
were able to adopt a pinching grip - activating the device
using their index finger and thumb instead of using their
whole hand. Almost all participants used their pointer fin-

ger to put pressure on the back of the device to achieve a
squeeze in the downward direction. To achieve the bottom
squeeze gestures, almost all users had to change their grip
on the device, moving their hand downwards on the device.
They then changed their grip again to perform the following
gesture (unless it was a bottom squeeze gesture again).
DISCUSSION

Our investigation with the one-handed deformable prototype
produced useful insight about how participants performed
various gestures. We found the central squeeze gesture to be
the fastest of the four locations in the single event task. It is
also one of the two preferred gesture. It is easy to perform,
and does not require a really specific grip, which means it
can be done quickly in a variety of hold scenarios. It gathered
a high level of agreement for comfort. We recommend to
associate quick and important actions with this central gesture.
Second in speed are the two top locations. It is important to
note that the two top location gestures are performed differently by each hand: with the left hand, the top-left gesture is
done using the thumb finger, but it is done using the index
finger when performed with the right hand. In our analysis,
we kept the grouping by location, and not by which finger
performed the gesture, so the interface would be consistent
no matter which hand is used, similarly to current touch interfaces. For instance, dismissing a notification would be done
using a top right corner bend up, no matter whether it would
be performed using the left or right hand. Yet, our post-hoc
analysis revealed a difference in performance through the
interaction of hand and location. For the top locations, the
gesture performed with the thumb (illustrated in Figure 2B)
is faster than the one performed with the index (Figure 2A).
This result is also consistent with the questionnaire data as
well as our observations. Given that most users are likely to
use their right hand to perform the one-handed gesture based
on our survey results, we recommend placing important actions in the top right location, as they could be accomplished
in a similar speed range as with the central squeeze.
The interaction of hand and gesture location leads us to wonder about whether we should create interfaces that keep constant the set of actions, or the gestures performed. We can
easily imagine a smartphone that could detect the hand that is
holding it, and adjusts the expected gesture accordingly. It
would bank on muscle memory transferability among hands,
yet might confuse the user by lack of coherence. A follow up
study would clarify this.
In general, the bottom gestures did not obtain particularly
high notes from the preference data, mainly due to the fact
that participants had to change their grip to accomplish this
gesture. We also notice that a large number of errors with the
squeezing gestures come from them being mistaken: a bottom gesture recognized as a central gesture (28 errors), and
central gesture being recognized as a bottom gesture (41 errors). We have confidence that the inability for users to differentiate the squeezes relates more to their inability to de-

form the device correctly with one hand than to a sensor issue. We noticed that it is difficult for users to perform a bottom squeeze without also squeezing the center of the device.
Given that the bottom squeeze was fast in the down direction,
we propose two solutions. An improved sensor placement
and recognition algorithm may better recognize the two gestures distinctively, eliminating some error cases. Alternatively, we suggest the merge of the two gestures: a bottom or a
central squeeze would produce the same result in the latter
solution.
The duration data and the questionnaires point to the fact that
up gestures are superior to down gestures: they are faster, and
they are more liked. This result is consistent with prior work
[13,24]. In this case, it is due to the fact that the hand is
placed behind the device, so the user has to simply push to
activate. Upwards gestures required less re-gripping, which is
preferred by users. Re-gripping requires a higher focus of
attention, and sometimes a second hand, both of which lead
to a higher cost of execution [3].
An interesting result comes from the lack of significance for
the factor hand in both the duration and questionnaire data.
While this does not indicate a lack of difference between the
hands, it does indicate that the two hands offer somewhat of
an equivalent experience performing single handed bend
gestures. This means that we can offer left handed interactions at almost no loss of performance, which might benefit a
quarter of the user population, based on the number of participants who reported using the left hand, both or either hands
to currently perform one handed interactions with their
smartphone. This provides deformable devices a considerable
advantage over rigid, touch-only devices.
The repeated event yielded no significant results. In this context, this indicates that once users position their hand correctly, they can perform any gesture repeatedly at approximately
the same speed. This indicates that designers can use other
criteria to select the gesture to be used to scroll a website or
browse pictures, since individual gestures do not matter for
speed. However, users performed repeated actions at a much
faster pace than new actions (3.6 times faster). This suggests
that designers should keep the same gesture for subsequent
actions of the same nature, whether it being associated to the
same action (changing page on an eBook reader), or with
different actions that should be performed consecutively
(opening the camera application and taking a picture).
Occlusion is an important issue with thumb interaction, as the
thumb can restricts the user from viewing the screen, missing
specific targets or important information. While we can notice occlusion in the top-left gesture in Figure 8, this mostly
occurred with the top gesture location located under the index, for down gestures (the top-left down gesture with the
right hand, and the top-right down gesture with the left hand).
As these gestures did not obtained a stronger performance or
preference from the participants, we do not believe occlusion
to be a main issue with one-handed bend gestures as it can be
for one-handed touch gestures. In addition, better, more sen-

Figure 9. A squeeze gesture could pan down the entire GUI to
access an area otherwise unreachable without re-gripping the
device, in this case an element of the top menu bar.

sitive sensors and gesture recognition algorithms might alleviate this issue further.
Potential Application

To illustrate our results, we propose a potential application of
the deformable gestures that will ease the shortcoming of
reachability of current touch phones with our deformable
gestures. We make use of the suggestion to merge the central
and bottom squeeze gesture, and create a single squeeze gesture, with up and down directions.
This squeeze gesture up seem suited for triggering a down
pan motion of the entire GUI so that all its top active elements are reachable without the need to overextend one’s
finger of change hand posture (Figure 9). When the user cannot reach a top left button with his finger in a one-handed
situation, he could simply squeeze up the device to scroll the
GUI down until he can reach it. He would then be able to
interact with the GUI at the right height, and squeeze again to
have the GUI automatically scroll back up. With this potential application, the user has now performed an interaction
that is currently difficult to perform on current handheld devices without having to change his grip.
Limitations

We acknowledge the possibility that bends might mistrigger
touch operations when offered conjointly. However, our goal
with this work was not to integrate the two input modalities
in a functional device, though this would be an interesting
future work. Instead, we focused on simple and fast tasks
such as unlocking or answering the phone, where typically
there are no other commands available, so the chance of accidental touches is low. Also, while the presence of a touch
screen might have changed users grip slightly, we believe
that general positioning would be similar, so our results
should hold.
Our experimental design had a higher ratio of top to bottom
gesture, based on prior work [e.g. 13,24] as well as ergonomic constraints: it is simply hard to perform precise and different gestures on the bottom. However, our questionnaires
asked about gestures individually, to minimize this experimental bias.
Among the limitations of our device, we have already pointed to the fact that some gestures generated a false positive
when a very large bend was produced, such as a top right
corner registering a central gesture. A better gesture recogni-

tion algorithm should take care of this issue. A confound to
this finding was a warping of the prototype through the
study, which potentially made bends in the down direction
more difficult. The lack of interactive display on the prototype may have affected the experience. However, to minimize this issue, we did not project any information that required a detailed placement, everything was located on the
center of the display. Finally, while we tried to produce a
flexible printed circuit, it was not strong enough to withstand
experimentation, and we create a prototype with wires. This
may have influenced the gesture performance, but we expect
that the effect would have been the same over every gesture.
CONCLUSION

This paper explored one-handed deformable interactions for
flexible smartphones. First, we inquired about current onehanded interactions in rigid cellphones through an online
survey. Most of our 158 participants used their cellphone
one-handed using their right hand, in context of mobile scenarios, to do single, short tasks. We then identified 8 deformable gestures, based on four locations (top left corner, top
right corner, squeezing the central location vertically, or
squeezing the bottom location vertically), and two directions
(up and down). Finally, we ran an experiment to evaluate
those 8 gestures performed with each hand, in the context of
single tasks and repeated tasks.
Our results show promise for one handed gestures, and warrant further exploration. The two best gestures were the top
right up and the center squeeze up, which were faster, preferred, and more comfortable than the rest. We found no
hand preference, which indicates that the gestures could be
implemented to fit the needs of a wider range of the population, instead of favoring right-handers. We noticed that occlusion, one of touch’s weaknesses, is not a problem for deformable gestures. While the experiment did not explicitly
measure changes in hand posture and grips, we observed that
almost all participants had to re-grip to perform certain gestures. Well-designed bend gestures would likely minimize
the overall need for repositioning one’s hand(s) on the device. Hence, we believe that one-handed deformable gestures
are an interesting, complementary interaction to touch, as
they can alleviate some of one-handed touch’s issues.
In addition to exploring more complex gestures and improving on the gesture recognition algorithm, the main future
work for one-handed bend gestures concerns the implementation of the gestures with real applications. For instance, it
would be worth exploring them in the context of applications,
such as answering a phone call, browsing an article, dismissing notifications. An insitu evaluation of the gestures would
also provide important information concerning their use.
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